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O Pacote inclui: 1 x Sensor de Fase Tdc Honda Civic 2006-2011 37510-RAA-A01 Qualidade Honda OEM Material: Liga de Alumínio & Plástico cor: Prata & Preto Terminal: 3 PINOS Aplicações: Honda Civic 2006-2011 - caso não encontre a sua peça neste anúncio, - envie-nos uma mensagem, o nosso tempo médio de resposta é de 1 minuto. The
standard sedan engine generates up to 158 hp and 138 lb-ft of torque. Again, back probe that with a pine and connect the jumper wire the pin.Next, disconnect the PCM connector E (31P) and then check for continuity between body ground and the PCM connector terminal E15. Pull the number 6 fuse for 10 seconds and then put it back in. You don’t
have to worry much about lagging when you’re taking off at stop lights or trying to make a quick turn into busy traffic. Any information is appreciated. And since you probably don’t, you’ll be happy to know that fuel efficiency is one of the the Honda Civic’s most beloved features. Some of the most common fixes are: Replacement of the Electric Load
DetectorUpdate or replacement of the PCMRepair open wiresRepair or replace Open or shorted Electric Load Detector recordsRepair poor electrical connection in Electric Load Detector CircuitFor Honda vehicles, there is a factory service bulletin for Honda models such as 2001–2005 Honda Civic, 2002–2004 Honda CR-V 2001-2005, and Honda
Civic 2002-2004. Sintomas de Falhas no sensor TDC: - Na aceleração, quando o motor atinge cerca de 5K RPM, o carro falha; - Engasga; - Perde potência; - Eventualmente, apaga e fica com a luz de verificação ( check) acesa. If the fuse is ok, repair the open in the wire between no. As of 2016, it’s in its tenth generation, and it just gets better with age.
No. 3 terminal is the green/red wire. This makes it a great car for anyone who commutes long distances to school or work each day, as well as anyone who likes to stick to a budget. If the code is not thee, that means you have an intermittent failure. Engine Light ON (or Service Engine Soon Warning Light) The Electric Load Detector (ELD) measures
the main current flow and sends that signal to the Engine Control Module (ECM) to command the alternator charging system to get fuel efficiency and decrease the drag of the engine when starting. Then, start the engine and turn on the headlights, check for the same code. Thanks O sensor de posição do virabrequim ( CKP ) determina o tempo de
injeção de combustível e a ignição de cada cilindro, também detecta a velocidade do motor. Start the engine and allow it to idle.As you measure the voltage between the PCM connector terminals A24 (brown/yellow wire) and E15 (green/red wire), make sure you turn the headlights on high. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration awarded
it the organization’s top safety rating, and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety claims the car beat every single one of its collision tests. 1. Backprobe that on the harness connector.If there is no battery voltage, then check the no. Best of all is the 15.1 cubic feet of cargo space. Most experts consider it a good investment, because it’s stylish,
comfortable, reliable, safe, fuel-efficient and it performs well. Disconnect the ELD 3P connector, which is located behind or underneath the under hood fuse box.Next, turn on the ignition and measure the voltage between the ground and the ELD 3P connector through the terminal no. CC0/wonderingtareen/Pixabay For well over a decade, the Honda
Civic has been one of the bestselling vehicles, particularly with people ages 35 and under. Check whether the voltage drops.If the voltage does not drop, replace the ELDIf the voltage drops, then you need to update the PCM or replace it.How to FixThis error code is easy to repair, but of course, you need a thorough diagnosis as enumerated above.
Thanks to the new design that was introduced in 2016, the Civic now gets 31 miles per gallon in the city and 42 on the highway if you opt for an automatic transmission. Most auto repairs shops charge between $75 and $150 per hour. However, you don’t have to fall within that age range to appreciate its many great features. It’s the black wire.If
there is no continuity, repair open wires between the G201 which is ground connection and the ELD.If there is continuity, reconnect the ELD connector as well as the PCM. Previous generations of the Civic didn’t have either. The Roomy InteriorOne of the first features you’ll hear Honda Civic owners and experts alike mention is just how spacious the
car’s interior is, especially for a compact vehicle. And that roominess extends from the front seat all the way to the cargo space. Combine that with out agile and easy-to-drive the tenth generation Honda Civic is, and you’ll find it quite a pleasure to take out on the road.5. The Gas MileageA car’s gas mileage may not be one of its sexiest features, but
it’s definitely something you’ll want to know about unless you have money to waste. In some cases, however, the engine may suffer rough idle, especially when the vehicle settles down or transitions from high throttle to rest, or the engine feels like it’s misfiring.Possible CausesThere are multiple reasons for this code to appear, some of the most
common causes include: Faulty Electric Load DetectorFaulty PCM (powertrain control module, also known as ECM or engine control module in other vehicle makes)Open or shorted Electric Load Detector HarnessPoor electrical connection in Electric Load Detector CircuitThe first thing you can do to diagnose this problem is to reset the PCM. Other
manufacturers with the same error code may have different specifications on the definition, troubleshooting, and repairs for this code.DefinitionThe Electric Load Detector works by monitoring the amount of current that the charging system is using, so it can determine how much voltage needed to charge the battery. It’s the black/orange wire. Leave
a comment below or tell us if the information above helps you fix the code. - O Motor apaga quando está quente; - Elevado consumo de combustível; - Demora para pegar na partida; - VTEC Não Abre Código de erro: Conectando-se ao scanner, o código gerado será de "TDC Sensor Para não ter problema recorrente e não ignorar as manutenções
programadas, substitua-o na ocasião da troca da correia dentada. It also comes with SiriusXM satellite radio. Electric Load Detector Circuit High Voltage |Information for specific Honda models Related Information Help us improve AutoCodes.com. The tenth generation of the Civic saw passengers receive over three more cubic feet of extra space,
something that is unparalleled in this particular class of vehicles. Depending on the model, you can get a 160-watt, 180-watt or 450-watt sound system. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P1298 Honda code? O sensor Top Dead Center (TDC) determina o tempo de ignição no arranque (arranque) e quando o ângulo da manivela é anormal.
The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. Usually, there are no other noticeable symptoms. The 450-watt option even has navigation integrated into the system.3. The Safety FeaturesIf you’re looking for a car that’s safe — and who isn’t? If you don’t see continuity, then repair open wires
between the ELD and the ECM E15.If there is continuity, check for continuity between the ELD 3P connector terminal no. The car even has a camera on passenger side mirror that shows you when it’s safe to switch lanes when you use your blinker.4. The EngineDepending on the model and style of Civic you buy, you have several engine options
available to you, but no matter which one you select, you can count on it being powerful. If the voltage input is too high, it signals the PCM that something is not right with the ELD, activating the Check Engine light and registering the code in the process.Common SymptomsAs with other error codes, this code sets the Check Engine light and registers
the error code. Aside from the base LX model, the car comes with a touchscreen display, and all versions come with Bluetooth and audio connections with steering wheel controls. Search P1298 Honda Questions and Answers The cost of diagnosing the P1298 HONDA code is 1.0 hour of labor. — you can’t go wrong with the Honda Civic. Smartphone
integration is seamless with options for both Android Auto and Apple CarPlay. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. If you’re considering purchasing a Honda Civic, you need to know about these five great features:1. The Civic was already known for having plenty of space in its trunk, but the tenth generation made it even
roomier which means you can fit your luggage, strollers, groceries and whatever else you need.2. The Entertainment SystemThese days, the entertainment system in a car is just as important as its other features, and the tenth generation Honda Civic doesn’t disappoint. While some compact vehicles have a cramped back seats, the Civic doesn’t, and it
also offers plenty of head room. 4 fuse and ELD.If there is a battery voltage, turn off the ignition and then connect the ELD 3P connector terminal no. Have you replaced any parts? Next, check the connections at the ELD.If the code comes back, turn the off both the headlights and the ignition. 4 fuse. Check for damaged components and look for
broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. O sensor de posição do cilindro (CYP) detecta a posição do cilindro No. 1 para injeção seqüencial de combustível em cada cilindro. It’s the green/red wire at terminal 15. Because of these powerful little turbo engines, the car has more get-up-and-go than many other cars its size. The
turbocharged engine on the Civic can generate up to 174 hp and up to 177 lb-ft of torque. Rather, it applies to select vehicle manufacturers, most commonly among Honda vehicles like Honda Accord, Honda Civic, and Honda CR-V. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Faulty Electronic Load Detector Unit Faulty Engine Control Module (ECM)
Electronic Load Detector Unit harness is open or shorted Electronic Load Detector Unit circuit poor electrical connection Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. NÓS VALORIZAMOS O SEU TEMPO !! Te daremos suporte em qualquer dúvida mesmo após a compra! Atenciosamente: _____________________ Curitiba Trade Shop 10 Anos de Boa
reputação Junto aos nossos clientes! * A Curitiba Trade Shop possui outros canais de venda. Even the most basic model of the Civic comes with advanced safety gear, including sensors for adaptive cruise control, lane and road-leaving detection, automatic brakes and collision detection. This means the ELD (Electric Load Detector) is getting high input
voltage.This error code is a manufacturer-specific trouble code, meaning it does not appear to all vehicle makes and models with OBD-II system or vehicles made since 1996 up to present. 2 and body ground. Error Code P1298 is defined as Electric Load Detector Circuit High Voltage. 3 to the body ground with a jumper wire. |What are P1298 HONDA
code possible symptoms?
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